The spatial and temporal interactions in the receptive fields of On-Off directionally selective~DS! ganglion cells endow them with directional selectivity. Using a variety of stimuli, such as sinusoidal gratings, we show that these interactions make directional selectivity of the DS ganglion cell robust with respect to stimulus parameters such as contrast, speed, spatial frequency, and extent of motion. Moreover, unlike the directional selectivity of striate-cortex cells, On-Off DS ganglion cells display directional selectivity to motions not oriented perpendicularly to the contour of the objects. We argue that these cells may achieve such high robustness by combining multiple mechanisms of directional selectivity.
Introduction
On-Off directionally selective~DS! ganglion cells of the rabbit retina were originally described as having the "trigger feature" of directional selectivity~Levick, 1967; Barlow & Levick, 1965!. This implies an invariance of the directionally selective mechanism with respect to other stimulus parameters that also influence responses. These parameters potentially include contrast, speed, spatial frequency, and movement distance. Heretofore, however, there has not been a systematic investigation of how robust the DS mechanism is with respect to these and to other stimulus characteristics. Does the difference in responsiveness between preferred and null directions diminish at low contrasts, high velocities, or for particular motion paths, for example?
Previous apparent-motion studies of DS ganglion cells have shown that the main response components that underlie directional selectivity, namely, the excitation, null-direction inhibition, and preferred-direction facilitation, depend on contrast in a graded manner~Amthor Vaney et al., 2001 !. Accordingly, since the absolute response of the cells to moving stimuli increases gradually with contrast, one might have expected that the degree of directional selectivity would also. Directional selectivity has been detected at contrasts as low as 0.5% in these cells~Grzywacz et al., 1990!, but no systematic studies of the dependence of directional selectivity on contrast have been reported. Directional selectivity as a trigger feature should also be robust with respect to speed. On-Off DS ganglion cells have been shown to respond best to preferred-direction motion over a fairly narrow range of speeds when stimulated with a moving slit~see Fig. 8 in Wyatt & Daw, 1975 !. However, this implies neither that~1! the cell must be directionally selective over only that narrow range of speeds, nor~2! that the optimal speeds might not be different for stimuli other than narrow slits. For instance, the optimal speed for a moving sinusoidal grating has been shown to depend on the spatial frequency of the grating in directionally selective cells of invertebrate retinas~Poggio & Reichardt, 1976! and the cortices of mammals~Ikeda & Wright, 1975; Tolhurst & Movshon, 1975; Holub & Morton-Gibson, 1981!. Another visual parameter for which directional selectivity, as a trigger feature, should be relatively independent is the exact shape or orientation of the visual stimulus. All striate-cortex~but not extra-striate cortex! directionally selective cells, for example, respond well only when the stimulus is moving perpendicular to its luminance gradient~for instance, its contour!~Movshon et al., 1985; Rodman & Albright, 1989 !. This feature of cortical DS cells may be due, computationally, to the simplest measurements of direction of image motion being always perpendicular to this gradient and thus, to orientation~Fennema & Thompson, 1979; Horn & Shunck, 1981; Grzywacz & Poggio, 1990 !. Do the first DS cells in the rabbit visual system respond as though they were implementing the simplest possible motion computation?
As a trigger feature, directional selectivity might also be expected to be robust with respect to the extent of motion. Barlow and Levick~1965! showed that directional selectivity could be elicited by apparent motion of slits when the motion exceeded a minimum distance of approximately 40 mm on the retina. This minimum distance was suggested to correspond to the extent of the "subunits" comprising the directionally selective receptive-field center. However, later, Grzywacz et al.~1994a, 1994b ! showed that DS ganglion cells respond in a DS manner to motions shorter than this proposed subunit size if stimulated by extended edges, which have been suggested to be more optimal for stimulating DS ganglion cells~Amthor Grzywacz et al., 1994a Grzywacz et al., , 1994b !. We have investigated here the dependency of the degree of directional selectivity on the extent of motion.
This paper reports the results of a parametric investigation of the stimulus dependence of directional selectivity in On-Off DS ganglion cells of the rabbit retina. The DS mechanism in these cells is found to be robust with respect to stimulus parameters such as contrast, speed, spatial frequency, extent of motion, and direction of the motion with respect to the luminance gradient. Brief reports on this material have previously been presented before in abstract form~Amthor & Grzywacz, 1988 & Grzywacz, , 1992 !.
Materials and methods

Animal preparation
All of our physiological methods have been described previously in detail~Amthor et al., 1989a !.
Animals
The animals used in these experiments were pigmented Dutch belt rabbits weighing at least 1.3 kg. All experimental procedures including animal housing complied with the Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals~National Institutes of Health!, the Animal Welfare Act, and all other applicable federal, state, and local laws, and were approved by the University of Alabama at Birmingham Animal Use Committee~the University of Alabama at Birmingham is accredited by the American Association for Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care!.
Preparation
We made extracellular recordings from ganglion cells in the superfused isolated eyecup preparation, as described previously. The animals were anesthetized with an initial dose of urethanẽ 2 g0kg!, followed by Pentobarbital given to effect. After anesthesia, the right eye was enucleated as the animal was killed with an overdose of Pentobarbital. The eyecup was then prepared as described previously, superfused with a transparent medium similar to that in Ames and Nesbett~1981!. Methods of cell recording and identification of On-Off DS ganglion cells~along with their preferred and null directions! also appear in the methodological references above. The recorded cells were primarily from the visual streak, about one to three millimeters below the inferior edge of the myelinated optic fiber band, in the central or centralnasal retina.
Visual stimuli
The stimuli were rectangular spots and sinusoidal and square-wave gratings generated by a Picasso~Innisfree!, displayed on a Tektronix 608 monitor, and imaged on the retina by a 17 mm focal length, 12 mm diameter achromatic lens approximately 870 mm from the Tektronix 608 screen, producing a demagnification factor of about 58. The lens was mounted on a micromanipulator so that the ganglion cell receptive field could be centered within the Tektronix 608 screen. The lens focus was fine-tuned before data runs by adjusting the distance of the lens from the retina to produce the best ganglion cell response to a high frequency drifting grating displayed on the Tektronix 608 monitor.
Sinusoidal gratings
The sinusoidal and square-wave gratings used were similar to those of Grzywacz et al.~1998a, 1998b !, but with the following variables: The temporal frequencies were 0. 06, 0.12, 0.24, 0.49, 0.98, 1.95, 3.91, 7.81, 15.6, 32, 42.7 , and 64 Hz. The spatial frequencies were 0. 25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, 2.5, 3.33, 4, 4.5, 6, 7 , and 8 cycles0mm on the retina.~Occasionally, the spatial frequency appears in the paper in units of cycles0deg, using the conversion 18 per 150 mm.! The contrasts were 0, 0.78, 1.56, 2.34, 3.13, 3.91, 4.69, 5.47, 14.1, 21.9, 29.7, 37.5, 40.6, 45.3, 53.1, 60.9, 68.7, 76.6, 84.4, 92 .1, and 99.2%. The contrast was defined as 100 *~A max Ϫ A min !0~A max ϩ A min !, where A max and A min were the maximal and minimal intensities of the sinusoidal grating. The measurement of contrast on the screen used a Spectra Pritchard photometer model 1980A-WB~Grzywacz et al., 1994a , 1994b !. The stimulus directions were either the preferred or null~in most experiments!, or all directions in increments of 108, with preferred direction typically being defined as 08. In all experiments, the combinatorial arrangements of the experimental variables in each protocol were presented in pseudo-random order within an experimental set. For the gratings, the time-average of the responses was the ratio between the total number of spikes over an integer number of cycles, and the total duration of these cycles. The number of integration cycles depended on the temporal frequency as follows: seven cycles for all temporal frequencies lower or equal than 15.6 Hz, 128 cycles for 32 Hz, and 256 cycles for 42.7 and 64 Hz.
Moving spots
The moving spot was a square with 172 mm on a side when projected on the retina and near infinite contrast~foreground illumination ϭ 120 lϫ and background illumination Ͻ 0.16 lϫ; Grzywacz et al., 1997!.~Although using contrasts similar to the gratings would simplify comparison, we used infinite contrast to elicit large responses.! The spot's speeds were 0.55, 1.1, 2. 75, 5.5, 11, 27.5, 55, 110, 165 , and 22080s moving in either the preferred or null direction. The average response rate to the spot was estimated by integrating the response that occurred while the spot was inside the receptive field center, divided by the time taken to traverse the center.
Before we describe other stimuli, it is important to point out potential artifacts that could contaminate the spot and grating data at high speeds. Because the refresh rate of our screen was 200 Hz, a dot moving at 22080s would jump about 170 mm between refreshes. In this case, a 172-µm spot would touch a 300-µm receptive field only two or three times. Consequently, a fastmoving spot may be expected to elicit less response. This is because such a motion would deliver less luminous impulses than a slow motion. Furthermore, an apparent motion of short flashes is not a good stimulus to elicit motion facilitation~Grzywacz & Amthor, 1993!. Although this is true, the speed-tuning data that we present in Results looks like similar data obtained by Wyatt and Daw~1975; see their Fig. 8! and He and Levick~2000; see their Fig. 1! using non-saltatory stimuli.~The similarity is probably due to a fast, continuous stimulus being well approximated by a short sequence of fast flashes.! This similarity is our justification for including the 22080s data in this study. A related problem occurs with the fastest sine-wave temporal frequency eliciting significant
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Norberto M. Grzywacz and Franklin R. Amthor responses, that is, 15.6 Hz. At this frequency, the phase advance between screen refreshes is 3608 ϫ 15.60200 ϭ 28.18. This means that a full cycle of the sinusoidal grating is represented by about 13 phase advances. This number is reassuring, because the stimulus is not causing any aliasing at the highest meaningful speeds. Nevertheless, 13 phase advances are less than what one would get at lower temporal frequencies. This could cause a problem, since perhaps the response would be artifactually lower at high temporal frequencies. Again, the similarity with the Wyatt-and-Daw responses suggests that this is not the case.
Apparent motions
The description of the generation and calibration of the apparentmotion stimulus of an edge~Fig. 7 of Results! has appeared elsewhere in considerable detail~Grzywacz et al., 1994a, 1994b!. Briefly, we investigated the discrimination of direction of motion by using an extended edge undergoing apparent motion. Extracellular-spike responses were recorded for both preferredand null-direction motion, for contrasts both above and below background. We also recorded responses to the edge appearing and disappearing without moving. Peri-stimulus time histograms for the no-motion conditions were subtracted from those obtained from the motions, bin by bin, in a base-subtraction procedure. This procedure allowed visualizing responses to motion in the absence of spikes elicited by the appearance of the edge before the motioñ In different experiments, several apparent-motion displacement magnitudes were used, ranging from 1.1 mm to 47 mm on the retina. All conditions~combinatorial arrangements of displacement magnitudes, contrast polarity, and preferred and null motions! were presented in pseudo-random order within an experimental set. The number of such sets in different experiments ranged from 30 to 100, and the random order was different for each set. The delay between the onsets of two consecutive stimuli within a set was 2250 ms.
Plaids
For the two-dimensional plaid experiment, we used Picassogenerated combinations of two sinusoidal gratings~2.5 cycles0 mm; 7.81 Hz! having the same spatial and temporal frequencies, but different orientations and directions of motions~6 708!. Such combinations are referred to as plaids~Adelson & Movshon, 1982! .~The estimate of an average response of a plaid was made in the same way as that for gratings.! An illustration of this type of experiment and its rationale are depicted in Fig. 1 . In this figure, we assume that the preferred direction of the On-Off DS ganglion cell is for motion to the right~grating and response schematically illustrated on the left side of the figure!. Movement of gratings in directions off this preferred direction, say at 6 708, produces weak responses~illustrated schematically in the center!. The interesting question then becomes what happens when the cell is stimulated with synthesized movement of both off-axis gratings. The human percept of this movement is of a "plaid" moving in the direction close to the vector average of the two grating components, in this case, the preferred direction of the cell. Within the mammalian visual cortex, responses of directionally selective cells to these plaids depend on the visual area. In striate cortex~V1!, directionally selective cells are so strongly orientationally tuned that they do not respond to synthesized gratings whose components are not oriented perpendicular to the axis of movement~bottom plaid response on the right of Fig. 1 !. These cells, therefore, respond well only when either one of the plaid component gratings is at the correct orientation, not when their vector sum has movement in the preferred direction. Pattern cells in the middle temporal area~MT or V5!, on the other hand, which are less dominated by orientation selectivity~responding well to moving spots, for example!, respond best when the vector sum, or plaid, is moving in the cell's preferred direction~top plaid response on the right of 
Data analysis
Spikes were recorded with conventional extracellular amplifiers, digitized with a Schmitt trigger, and their times of occurrence stored on a PC-DOS computer to the nearest millisecond. There were from 20 to 50 trials each of the sinusoidal, square-wave, spot, plaid, and edge-apparent-motion conditions. We combined the average responses of these trials to obtain mean and standard errors. In cases where the preferred and null directions were the only directions of motion, two indices quantifying the degree of directional selectivity were also computed. The directional selectivity index~DSI; Grzywacz & Koch, 1987; Grzywacz et al., 1997; Smith et al., 1996 .! was calculated from the preferred~P! and null N! responses as follows:
This index increases as the relative difference between P and N rises, approaching 1 as P Ͼ Ͼ N, and being 0 when P ϭ N. We On the left is schematically depicted a grating and the response of an On-Off DS ganglion cell to the grating moving orthogonal to its orientation in the cell's preferred direction. Next, in the center, are schematic, roughly equal responses to two gratings oriented at 6 708 from the preferred direction, moving orthogonal to their orientations. At the right are two hypothetical responses to a synthesized combination of the gratings. This synthesis has the percept to humans of a moving "plaid." Directionally selective neurons whose response is similar to the percept of movement of a plaid along the preferred axis, such as Pattern cells in MT, would give a large response to such a stimulus, as shown at the top right. Cells whose response is strongly orientationally filtered, such as in V1, would response poorly to this stimulus configuration, as illustrated schematically at the bottom right.
computed the DSI either for the mean average responses~for instance, Figs. 6 and 7!, or for each consecutive preferred-null trial pair, then calculating the mean and standard error over trials Figs. 3 and 4!. A one-sided t-test was performed to determine whether the mean DSIs were significantly non-zero~using a criterion of p Ͻ 0.01!. A second index given below was used in some cases where spikes counts were low, such as for low contrasts or short-motion displacements. This index~Sernagor Grzywacz et al., 1998a ! was used to perform a x 2 test on the preferred and null spike counts of each cell, with the null hypothesis being that their values were equal. Dashed lines, indicating the test criteria of p Ͻ 0.05, p Ͻ 0.01, and p Ͻ 0.001, appear in the corresponding figures~Figs. 7 and 8!. Because our data had only one degree of freedom, we used the Yates correction for continuity~Yates, 1934!. Therefore, the index was
For the apparent motion of edges, besides using this index, we also performed an individual trial analysis on the integral of the basesubtracted preferred-and null-direction responses~Grzywacz et al. , 1994a, 1994b !. This analysis compared preferred and null responses trial by trial, and computed the percentage of trials in which the preferred response was larger than the null one.~When the responses were equal, the analysis assigned a "winner"~pre-ferred or null! randomly.! A trial by trial analysis, that is, comparing responses separately for Trial 1, then for Trial 2, and so on, reduced effects that large temporal separation might have on the comparisons. This analysis assumed that a comparison between two cells with opposite preferred directions and with properties identical to the recorded cell underlies the decisions on direction of motion. The analysis was equivalent to a two-alternative forcedchoice paradigm~chance performance at 50%!. In such a paradigm, a hit rate of P percent~for example, 81%! corresponds to a false-alarm rate of 100; P percent~only 19% in the example!. In a system whose performance is limited by a Gaussian additive noise, the hit rate is a monotonic function of a single parameter called d ' Elliot, 1964; Green & Swets, 1966 !, which psychophysicists often use to quantify performance~with threshold typically set at d ' ϭ 1!. The more detailed d ' analysis was reported in the specific study of the phenomenon of directional hyperacuity~Grzywacz et al. 1994a! and is not repeated for the data here.
Results
The results presented here were from about 50 ganglion cells in 40 retinas. showing the responses to moving sinusoidal gratings at different speeds and different spatial frequencies for preferred~P! and null~N! directions for an On-Off DS ganglion cell~E458C5.2!. We do not show the stimulus trace, since different points of the receptive field have different phases in their sinusoidal inputs.~The complex, non-sinusoidal response patterns at high speeds are physiological. Such complex responses appear even in response to moving edges.! The bin size is scaled such that the duration of each histogram is one over the temporal frequency. This frequency increases approximately logarithmically to the right, while spatial frequency increases approximately logarithmically from top to bottom. Because speed is proportional to the ratio of temporal to spatial frequency, narrowly tuned speed selectivity would produce responses only on a top-left-to-bottom-right diagonal line in this plot~with a slope of 1 in log-log axes; i.e., optimal spatial frequency should increase linearly with optimal temporal frequency!. This is clearly not the case here. The plot also shows that the cell is directionally selective across the wide range of spatial and temporal frequencies to which it responded in this experiment.
Responses to drifting sinusoidal gratings varying in spatial and temporal frequency
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Norberto M. Grzywacz and Franklin R. Amthor frequencies for preferred and null-directions of an On-Off DS ganglion cell~E458C5.2!. Temporal frequency increases approximately logarithmically to the right in the plot, while spatial frequency increases approximately logarithmically from top to bottom. Because velocity is proportional to the ratio of temporal to spatial frequency, narrowly tuned velocity selectivity would manifest itself by a restriction of good responses to a top-left-to-bottomright diagonal line in this plot~the slope should be 1 in log-log axes-i.e., optimal spatial frequency should increase linearly with optimal temporal frequency!. Even from the raw data in this and similar plots it can be seen that this is not the case. Moreover, although the responses were clearly better for some spatial and temporal frequencies than others, at every spatial frequency tested, the On-Off DS ganglion cell responded significantly to preferred direction movement over more than an order of magnitude range of temporal frequency. The same was true as spatial frequency was varied at a particular temporal frequency. It is evident from Fig. 2 that the cell was also directionally selective to virtually all spatial and temporal frequencies to which it responded in this experiment.
Speed dependence
Sinusoidal stimuli
The results of Wyatt and Daw~1975! indicated that the responses of On-Off DS ganglion cells were narrowly speed tuned for slits or bars~about an order of magnitude!. Here we have investigated whether the responses of these cells to drifting sinusoidal gratings are similarly, narrowly speed tuned, and whether, independently of this, if the strength of directional selectivitỹ directional selectivity index! is also velocity tuned over the same range of the response profile. The top left panel of Fig. 3 shows the responses of an On-Off DS ganglion cell as a function of speed, for both preferred-and null-direction motions, at a fixed spatial frequency~0.5 cycles0deg; 3.33 cycles0mm!. The spatial frequency was chosen from previous data similar to Fig. 2 that indicated at what spatial frequencies responses could be elicited at a number of speeds. The bottom left panel of Fig. 3 shows a plot of the directional selectivity index~DSI, as described in the Materials and methods!, for the same response data as in the top panel.
Several things are evident from the left panels of this figure. First, both the preferred and null-direction responses exhibit a strong peak at a velocity around 30 deg0s. Second, despite this peak, the preferred responses are statistically significantly larger than the null responses over a large velocity range. Moreover, over this range, the directional selectivity index is high, particularly for velocities much slower than those eliciting the largest spike-rate response. At those low velocities, the preferred and null responses are small but statistically significantly different. What the relative constancy of the DSI reveals is that for all velocities for which there are statistical differences between preferred and null responses, the ratio between them is practically constant. Conse- Fig. 3 .~Top Left! Averaged spike-rate responses to preferred and null-direction motions of a sinusoidal grating at a fixed spatial frequency but varying speeds.~Bottom Left! The directional selectivity index~DSI, as described in the Materials and methods!, for the same data. For both the DSI and the average spike-rate responses, the error bars are representative of standard errors. To obtain these responses, we used a spatial frequency of 0.5 cycles0deg~3.33 cycles0mm! and a contrast of 40.6%.~Top Right! Averaged spike-rate responses to preferred and null-direction motions of a 172 ϫ 172 mm 2 square spot, at varying speeds.~Bottom Right! The directional selectivity index of the responses. The conventions of the right panels are the same as in the left panels.
quently~and remarkably!, these cells respond in a directionally selective manner over more than two orders of magnitude of velocity, from a few tenths of a deg0s to at least 50 deg0s. The failure of directional selectivity at very low and very high velocities outside this range occurs primarily because of failure of the preferred-direction response at those limits. These results are typical of those at other spatial frequencies for this and other On-Off DS ganglion cells.
Sinusoidal gratings versus high contrast, discrete stimuli
One explanation for the large velocity range of directional selectivity~bottom of Fig. 3 ! is that it occurs only for sinusoidal stimuli. These stimuli would produce motions in all points of the receptive field, perhaps boosting directional selectivity even at speeds eliciting low responses. The right panels of Fig. 4 show that this is not the case. In these panels, the responses to movement of a light spot are plotted for comparable velocities to those used in the left panels for sinusoidal gratings. The similarity of the profiles in the right panels to those of the left panels indicate that the large velocity range over which these cells are directionally selective is not merely a property of sinusoidal stimuli, but rather, exists for conventional stimuli such as spots, as well. However, the responses to sinusoidal gratings and spots show some interesting differences. The preferred responses to the former are larger at optimal speeds but smaller at low speeds. In turn, the DSI is larger all across for spots than for sinusoidal gratings due to the former generating smaller null responses. In addition, for spots, the DSI remains non-zero for a broader range of speeds than for sinusoidal gratings.
Directional dependence
One of the least investigated stimulus parameters associated with directional selectivity in these cells has been its dependence on spatial frequency. When stimulated with slits or spots, the directional selectivity of On-Off DS ganglion cells falls into one of four cardinal classes~up, down, anterior, posterior!, with relatively poor differentiation of response as a function of direction within each 908 quadrant. This finding naturally leads to questions about whether the actual directional precision of the selectivity within the 908 quadrant might be significantly better, or worse, for other types of stimuli, such as moving textures.
We have investigated this by measuring the directional tuning for movement of gratings of various spatial frequencies. Fig. 4 shows polar plots of the directional tuning of three On-Off DS ganglion cells for moving gratings at spatial frequencies of 0.5, 2.0, and 6.0 cycles0mm on the retina. The directional selectivity is robust with spatial frequency up to high spatial frequencies where the preferred-direction response begins to attenuate because the grating period is smaller than the receptive-field center size. Fig. 4 . Polar plots of the directional tuning of three On-Off DS ganglion cells for moving gratings at spatial frequencies of 0.5, 2.0, and 6.0 cycles0mm on the retina~7.81 Hz!. Each set of three plots is normalized to the largest average response that the cell produced at its best stimulus condition. Maximal responses for cells E461C4.2, E458C5.4, and E462C5.1 were 81.9, 97.8, and 171 spikes0s, respectively. The middle cell is the same as that from which the data in Fig. 2 are plotted for more spatial and temporal frequencies, but fewer directions.
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Norberto M. Grzywacz and Franklin R. Amthor Cell E461C4.2 in Fig. 4 illustrates another characteristic observed in 50% of the DS ganglion cells~four out of eight cells!. At high spatial frequencies, there is a splitting of the best preferred direction into two off-axis "horns." These horns are statistically significantly higher than the responses in the original preferred direction~two-sided t-tests, p Ͻ 0.001!. The top of Fig. 5 shows this in another cell tested at four spatial frequencies. At the highest spatial frequency tested~7.0 cycles0mm on the retina!, the best response directions were nearly orthogonal to the preferred-null axis for spots and low spatial frequencies. The two directions eliciting the largest responses at 7 cycles0mm have responses that are statistically significantly higher than all responses to other directions~two-sided t-tests, p Ͻ 0.001!.~The large and small horns have average responses of about 26 and 14 spikes0s, respectively.! One possible explanation for this two-best-directions behavior is shown diagrammatically in the bottom of Fig. 5 . In this diagram, it is assumed that some low-pass filter process, such as inhibition, creates an optimal spatial frequency for evoking responses~Introduction!. At higher spatial frequencies than this optimum, a grating that is oriented off-axis to the dendritic process will have a projection onto it at a lower equivalent spatial frequency, closer to the optimum. That only some cells exhibited this splitting may just mean that the responses of other cells become too small at high spatial frequency for us to detect the splitting. We emphasize here that our main point is not the appearance of "horns" per se. Our data display "lumps" and 'bumps," being less smooth than observed by previous authors, using moving edges. Rather, our main point is that at high frequencies, the side horns become statistically significantly stronger than responses to the preferred direction.!
Directional selectivity for small signals (movement distance & contrast dependence)
As discussed in the Introduction, Barlow and Levick~1965! found that directional selectivity for apparent motion of a small slit required a minimum movement distance of about 40 mm. However, a later, more quantitative investigation of directionalmovement resolution by Grzywacz et al.~1994a, 1994b ! using extended edges or square-wave gratings found that directional selectivity could extend down to displacements of a few micrometers~termed a hyperacuity in that study!. In this study, we have quantified the capacity of On-Off DS ganglion cells to discriminate displacements ranging from the lower limit found by Barlow and Levick to the hyperacuity limit found by Grzywacz et al.~1994a, 1994b ! using the directional selectivity index~DSI; Eq.~1!! and the x 2 -index~Eq.~2!!. Fig. 6 shows the mean responses for movement displacements of an edge extending across the receptive field center for this range of displacements~top!, and the corresponding DSI~middle!, and x 2 -index~bottom!. The latter index indicates that directional selectivity is statistically significant for all the displacements tested in this experiment down to about 2 mm.~The 2-µm displacement yielded significant directional selectivity at the p ϭ 0.05 level but not at the p ϭ 0.01. That displacement yielded x 2 ϭ 8, whereas the p ϭ 0.05 level was at x 2 ϭ 4.! That DSI remains near one follows from preferred- direction motions eliciting some response for all these displacements, whereas null-direction responses stays near zero.
Contrast dependence
Although the responses of DS ganglion cells as a function of contrast have been shown to be monotonic for intermediate contrasts~Merwine et al., 1995! and non-monotonic at high contrasts Merwine et al., 1998 !, no systematic investigation of directionality beginning at very low contrasts has previously been reported. Fig. 7 shows the average responses~top!, the directional selectivity index~middle!, and the x 2 -index~bottom! for the contrast range from less than 1% to 100%, in log coordinates for cell E460C2.1. It can be seen from this figure that the On-Off DS ganglion cell is directionally selective over the entire range of contrasts to which the cell responds, although the x 2 -index is larger at higher contrasts, which produce larger preferred-direction responses. The responses to 0.78% and 1.56% contrasts were statistically significantly DS at the p Ͻ 0.05 and p Ͻ 0.01 levels, respectively. The responses to contrasts larger or equal than 2.34% contrast were statistically significantly DS at the p Ͻ 0.001 level.~The responses to contrasts 0.78%, 1.56%, and 2.34% yielded x 2 of 6.1, 9.1, and 12.5, respectively. In turn, the x 2 for p ϭ 0.05, 0.01, 0.001 were, respectively, 5, 8, and 12.! Thus, like other stimulus parameters investigated systematically in thus study, these cells tend to remain directionally selective for virtually all stimuli to which they respond, even if far from the optimum range for that parameter. In other words, at the lowest contrast at which movement elicits responses, the responses are directionally selective.
Two-dimensional versus one-dimensional motion
Directionally selective cells in different areas of mammalian visual cortex use somewhat different mechanisms for their selectivity. As discussed in Materials and methods, directionally selective cells in V1 differ specifically from Pattern cells in MT~V5! in their responses to composite, two-dimensional stimuli such as "plaids," which are composed of two one-dimensional drifting sinusoidal gratings moving along different axes~but each moving perpendicular to its orientation!. The psychophysical percept of such motion is typically that of a plaid moving in a direction close to the vector average of the two components, and Pattern cells in MT, like the percept, also respond well to this stimulus if their preferred direction is the same as this vector sum of components. On the other hand, cells in V1 respond as if they were "blind" to gratings whose bars are oriented away from their preferred-orientation axis. Thus, these cells respond only to plaids when one of the components moves along their preferred-direction axis, not when the vector average does.
We have used a similar plaid-stimulus arrangement to look at On-Off DS ganglion cells of the rabbit retina to determine if their response type is similar to either of the types of cortical DS cells. Fig. 8 shows polar plots of responses of two DS ganglion cells E459C4.1 and E462C4.1! to single component sinusoidal gratings, and to plaids composed of those components. Fig. 8Ã E459C4.1! shows the typical cell~observed in four out of six cases!. This panel includes, on a single polar plot, the actual response profile to a sinusoidal grating as a function of its motion direction~black!, the linearly calculated response profile for the presentation of two gratings at 6708 to the preferred-direction axis gray!, and the actual response of the cell to the presentation of these two gratings~plaid stimulus-white!. Two results are note- Fig. 6 .~Top) Mean responses~spikes0sweep! as a function of motion extent for an edge extending across the receptive-field center on a DS ganglion cell~E561C1!. For this plot, we summed On and Off responses of the cell, since they were very similar.~Middle! The directional selectivity index for the data in the top panel. The conventions of the mean-responses and of the directional selectivity index plots are the same as in Fig. 3 . However, the error bars for the indices are much smaller than the data symbols.~Bottom! The x 2 -index values for the data in the top panel. The three dashed horizontal lines from bottom to top correspond to statistical significance of p Ͻ 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001. Strong directional selectivity occurred for displacements larger than about 2 mm. It was significant at the 0.001 level from about 4 mm and at the 0.05 level from about 2 mm.
worthy:~1! The polarity of the response plot to the plaid stimulus points along the vector-average axis~like Pattern cells in MT!. Hence, it is clear that motion does not have to be perpendicular to the contour of either grating to elicit directional selectivity.~2! For this cell, the response is smaller than would be predicted from the linear-superposition calculation. Over the six cells tested with plaids, the response at the preferred direction was 3.4 smaller than predicted by linear superposition. This 3.4 ration was statistically significant~Mann-Whitney test!. Fig. 8B shows polar plots of the responses to sine waves and plaids for a different, less typical~two out of six cases! cell. The left side of the figure shows the actual response to a single grating as a function of motion direction~in black!, and the right side shows the expected linear response to the combination of the plaid components~in gray!, and the actual response to the plaid~in white outlined by a black line!. For this cell and these stimulus conditions, the magnitude of the response to the plaid is much larger than for the preceding cell~top panel of Fig. 8!. Furthermore, the broader distribution of response directions for the single sinusoidal grating in the bottom cell, compared to that in the top panel, is also reflected, apparently, in a more broadly tuned response profile as a function of motion direction for the plaid stimulus. This response profile has three lobes, with the one in the preferred direction being very prominent. The differences between the top and bottom cells reflect a variability that is reminiscent of the variability of MT plaid responses~Movshon et al., 1985; Rodman & Albright, 1989!. However, despite these differences, for both cells, the preferred direction of the response to the plaid lies in the direction of the vector average. This conclusion applies to all six cells studied with plaids. The mean difference between the vector-average-computed preferred direction to plaids and single gratings was only 12 degrees. The distributions of these vectors were statistically undistinguishable with the two stimuli~Mann-Whitney test!.
Consequently, in general, On-Off DS ganglion cells of the rabbit retina respond more like Pattern cells in MT, to the perceptually apparent two-dimensional combined motion of the plaid, than to the one-dimensional individual component motion. This indicates that the mechanisms of the ganglion cells are not strongly orientationally tuned, as for cells in V1~see also He et al., 1998!. We found no cases where On-Off DS ganglion cells responded better when the plaid was oriented with one of its components moving along the preferred-null axis than when the vector average of the two components was. On the other hand, it is clear that, at least for some cells and some grating combinations, the plaid is a less salient stimulus than a one-dimensional grating. We did not further explore the spatial0temporal regime for this salience effect, which remains for further work.
Are On-Off DS ganglion cells really speed tuned?
Earlier~Figs. 2 and 3!, we showed that although DS ganglion cells appear relatively speed tuned when stimulated with spots or slits, they do respond to stimuli outside the optimum velocity range in a directionally selective manner. Here we examine, using sinusoidal stimuli, whether these cells' preferred responses are indeed truly speed selective in a manner independent of the spatialfrequency components of the stimulus. Fig. 9A shows contour plots generated from the responses of cell E459C4 to preferredtop! and null-~bottom! direction motions. Log temporal frequency is plotted on the horizontal axis and log spatial frequency on the vertical axis. As discussed in connection with Fig. 2 , movement speed will be the same along a line for which the ratio Fig. 3 . However, the error bars for the DSI are much smaller than the data symbols. This is because the cell has a DSI nearly equal to one for all contrasts used, down to less than 1%.~Bottom! The x 2 -index values for the data in the top panel as a function of log contrast. The dashed lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 6 . The statistical significance decreases for the very low contrasts~10%! although the DSIs exceed 0.75, because the preferred direction responses are so low at these contrasts. To obtain these average-responses, DSI, and x 2 data, we used a spatial frequency of 0.5 cycles0deg~3.33 cycles0mm! and a temporal frequency of 3.91 Hz. of temporal to spatial frequency is constant~slope 1 of in log-log axes!. Because we have plotted these parameters on the same absolute scale, such a line will fall along a Ϫ458 diagonal, an example of which is shown for each plot in Fig. 9 as a white line.
It is clear from Fig. 9A that as the spatial frequency of the stimulus varies, the optimum response is not observed at a constant temporal0spatial frequency ratio along a Ϫ458 diagonal. This indicates that selectivity for speed is not a robust or invariant characteristic of the responses of these cells. Rather, although, for a given stimulus, these cells respond better to some velocities than others, the optimum speed changes as a function of stimulus composition. The cells' contour plots demonstrate spatio-temporal frequency separability, that is, the contour plots could be described as the multiplication of two one-dimensional functions running parallel to the axes. In other words, DS ganglion cells are tuned to a particular spatial frequency irrespective of temporal frequencỹ see also In this, the On-Off DS ganglion cells are similar to other DS cells higher in the visual system, such as in V1, which also show spatio-temporal separability rather than velocity invariance~Ikeda & Wright, 1975; Tolhurst & Movshon, 1975; Holub & Morton-Gibson, 1981 !. For ganglion cells, the separability may be due to the establishment of an optimal spatial frequency, as explained in the Introduction. This optimum would follow from the attenuation of responses at low spatial frequencies because of center-surround interactions. He and Levick~2000! provided evidence for this hypothesis by showing a correlation between the optimal frequency and the receptive-field diameter.
The stimuli used in Fig. 9A are extended in two dimensions, but contain only a single Fourier component in one dimension. Stimuli such as slits and square waves, which elicit optimal responses over relatively narrow speed ranges, are spatially restricted, but contain multiple Fourier components. In Fig. 9B , we plot, as in Fig. 9A , responses as a function of temporal and spatial frequency, but for square wave stimuli. Although a slight increase in diagonal orientation to the response contours is evident, this increase is not significant enough to endow cells with true speed selectivity for square waves. Compared to the responses to sine waves, the responses to square waves extend to lower spatial frequencies.
Discussion
We have found that directional selectivity in On-Off DS ganglion cells is robust and relatively invariant with respect to speed, contrast, motion extent, spatial-frequency content, and shape of the stimulus. This robustness occurs although preferred-direction responses exhibit strong maxima as a function of some variables, such as speed and spatial frequency. The one parameter in which the cells do not appear to excel is the precision of preferreddirection angle discrimination. As opposed to cortical DS neurons, which typically have tuning curves of 6158, On-Off DS ganglion Fig. 8 . Polar plots of responses of two DS ganglion cells~E459C4.1 and E462C4.1! to single component sinusoidal gratings~black!, the linearly calculated response profile for the presentation of two gratings at 6 708 to the preferred direction axis~gray!, and the actual response to plaids composed of those components~white with black outline!.~Top! Polar plots for cell E459C4.1 are all shown on a single graph~maximal average response ϭ 144 spikes0s!. The actual response to the plaid is much smaller than to a single grating, but lies in the same direction as that of the preferred direction for a single grating or spot.~Bottom! The plots for cell E462C4.1 are separated into two graphs~maximal average response ϭ 126 spikes0s!. This cell had a more complex and somewhat less directional tuning profile than that of the cell in the top panel, and gave a larger response to the plaid stimulus, which was nearly equal to that for a single grating. As in the top panel, the best direction for the plaid is when the components' vector sum direction points in the cells preferred direction for gratings or spots, rather than when either component of the plaid lies in this direction.
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Norberto M. Grzywacz and Franklin R. Amthor cells have preferences in four cardinal directions, and weak rejection for movement directions as much as much as 6458 away from those cardinal axes. We will take up this paradoxical lack of selectivity later in the Discussion.
Spatio-temporal frequency invariance
On-Off DS ganglion cells respond to a considerable range of spatial and temporal frequencies~typically over two orders of magnitude!, and are DS at virtually all spatial and temporal frequencies to which they respond. The failure of directional selectivity at high spatial frequencies may be because, at these frequencies, even for preferred-direction motions, a leading crest of the sine wave inhibits a trailing crest if the spatial period is smaller than the spatial extent of inhibition~Amthor & Grzywacz, 1993!. When DS cells are responding to very high spatial frequencies, they sometimes show a symmetrical splitting of their best response axis so that gratings oriented at an angle to the preferrednull axis elicit the best responses.
Speed invariance
Although DS ganglion cells were originally noted to be relatively speed tuned as assessed by the maximum firing rate elicited by spatially restricted objects such as slits, we have shown here that the cells' responses are directionally selective for a considerable speed range both above and below the optimum speed. This speed invariance of directional selectivity is not dependent on the size or spatial frequency content of the stimulus, because we have observed that it occurs for both spots and gratings. The range of speeds over which this invariance occurs is broader for spots than initially indicated from the apparent-motion protocol we used previously~Grzywacz & Amthor, 1993!, because that protocol does not elicit preferred-direction facilitation well~Grzywacz & Amthor, 1993!. Because the mechanism that mediates directional Fig. 9 .~A! Contour plots generated from the responses to moving sinusoidal gratings of Cell E459C4 to preferred~top! and null bottom! direction motions. A grayscale going from black to white gives the response levels. The responses are given as function of the logarithm of temporal frequency~horizontal axis! and spatial frequency~vertical axis!, as in Fig. 2 . Because we have plotted these parameters on the same absolute scale, a line for which the ratio of temporal to spatial frequency is constant will fall along a Ϫ458 diagonal, an example of which is shown for each plot as a white line. As the textural composition~spatial frequency! of the stimulus varies, the optimum response is not observed at a constant temporal0spatial frequency ratio along a Ϫ458 diagonal. This indicates that selectivity for speed is not a robust or invariant characteristic of the responses of these cells. The contour plots demonstrate spatio-temporal frequency separability, that is, the contour plots could approximately be described as the multiplication of two one-dimensional functions running parallel to the axes.~B! Same as Fig. 9A but for square waves. These contour plots show more diagonal orientation than do those for the sine waves in Fig. 9A , but they are far from the sort of spatio-temporal dependence that would be expected for true speed selectivity. selectivity is more robust than these cells' tuning for speed, their speed tuning may exist for other reasons than primarily performing the local estimation of speed.
Motion-extent invariance
Barlow and Levick~1965!, in finding a lower limit for the distance over which these ganglion cells could discriminate movement of small spots, postulated that this distance corresponded to directionally selective "subunits," each of which computed directional selectivity independently. The anatomical finding of dendritic "loops" and high regularity in dendritic arborization~Amthor et al., 1984, 1989b ! led to the hypotheses that directional selectivity is computed in a finite number of anatomically discrete, 40 to 50 mm domains. However, the data here indicate that there is nothing special about any distance on the order of 40 to 50 mm on the retina with respect to directional selectivity in these cells. On-Off DS ganglion cells can resolve direction of motion throughout the range of distances from more than 40 mm to 1 mm or less termed directional hyperacuity; Grzywacz et al.~1994a, 1994b !!, when stimuli such as extended bars or gratings are used. It appears plausible to suggest that the DS computation is done at a much finer level, such as at the level of a few synapses~Grzywacz et al., 1994a synapses~Grzywacz et al., , 1994b Dacheux et al., 2003 !. The synaptic organization would be repeated at a resolution of a few micrometers throughout the dendritic tree of either the DS ganglion cell~Famiglietti, 2002; Dacheux et al., 2003 ! or its inputs~Euler et al., 2002 It has been suggested that the synapses underlying preferreddirection facilitation are not necessary for directional hyperacuitỹ Grzywacz et al., 1998b !. Motion or preferred-direction facilitation is important in directional selectivity, because it results in responses that are larger than linearly predicted by flashing the stimulus in the positions swept by the movement~Grzywacz & Amthor, 1993!. Consequently, motion facilitation represents an enhanced sensitivity to movement and thus, an increased directional selectivity~through larger preferred responses!. Considerable evidence suggests that cholinergic action through nicotinic receptors is essential for motion facilitation~Masland et al., 1984; Schmidt et al., 1987; Amthor et al., 1996 Amthor et al., , 2002 ! showed that nicotinic antagonists do not strongly impair directional hyperacuity. Hence, directional hyperacuity probably depends primarily on nulldirection inhibition rather than preferred-direction facilitation. Thus, directional hyperacuity probably depends on the interaction between spatially asymmetric GABAergic synapses~Caldwell et al., 1978; Ariel & Daw, 1982; Grzywacz et al., 1997; Kittila & Massey, 1997; Fried et al., 2002! and 
Contrast invariance
One of the first invariances noted for On-Off DS ganglion cells of the rabbit retina was that their directional selectivity was invariant with respect to the sign of contrast, that is, the cells responded essentially identically to light objects on a dark background or dark objects on a light background. Both anatomical Amthor et al., 1984 , 1989b ! and physiological~Amthor & Grzywacz, 1993 Kittila & Massey, 1995 ! evidence suggests that direction of motion is computed independently, probably in separate sublamina of the inner plexiform layer, for light versus dark contrasts, although some intralaminar interaction have been noted in specific cases~Stasheff & Masland, 2002!. We have extended these earlier results to show that the DS mechanism in these cells is also independent of the magnitude of contrast, extending to contrasts less than 1%, and failing only at contrasts for which the cell fails to respond to preferred-direction movement.
It is useful to consider this contrast invariance from the perspective of models of retinal directional selectivity~for reviews see Grzywacz & Merwine, 2002a , 2002b !. These models consider selectivity as a modulation of a direct excitatory process brought by bipolar cells. This modulation is through spatially asymmetric facilitation, asymmetric inhibition, or both. All the models consider the facilitation and inhibition as carried laterally by cholinergic and GABAergic amacrine cells, respectively. These cells also get their input from direct bipolar excitation. The invariance of directional selectivity with the magnitude of contrast suggests that the contrast threshold of inhibition or facilitation is lower or equal than that of direct excitation. In other words, when direct excitation of the DS cell becomes effective, its modulation by facilitation or inhibition must become effective, or be already functioning. Such a low-contrast modulation of facilitation or inhibition is not obvious. Because inhibition and facilitation require amacrine lateral processes, they involve at least one more synapse than direct excitation of the ganglion cell. This suggests that the threshold of this extra amacrine synapse is practically at the resting level of the cell. This is because the threshold for synaptic release from the amacrine cell would be so low that the synaptic release would probably require little depolarization.~A previous study reached the same conclusion, using low contrast sine-wave stimuli~Grzywacz et al., 1990!.!
Responses to complex spatio-temporal stimuli and plaids
The directional selectivity of On-Off DS ganglion cells is invariant not only with respect to the sign and amount of contrast, but also to the shape of the object and its spatial frequency components. On-Off DS ganglion cells clearly respond better to preferred-direction movement of high contrast, spatially restricted objects such as spots or bars, but their directional invariance with respect to spatial frequency and contrast allows them to discriminate the responses to more complex objects and to textures. With respect to plaids, it is remarkable that these cells have properties more like those of Pattern cells in MT, and consonant with human psychophysical perception, than with cells earlier in the cortical visual system, such as in V1.
The contour plots of response as a function of temporal and spatial frequencies shows spatio-temporal separability, with no diagonal orientation for sinusoidal stimuli such as would be expected for a speed-tuned mechanism. Such separability with sine waves is similar to that observed by He and Levick~2000!. A small tendency toward diagonal orientation appears in the contour plots for square-wave stimuli, which are more effective for driving preferred-direction responses. Hence, DS ganglion cells are not strictly speaking speed selective as once thought, rather, what is robustly invariant in these cells is their selectivity for direction of motion, regardless of variation in other stimulus parameters, even for sub-optimal stimuli.
Recently several studies have investigated the responses of these On-Off DS ganglion cells to other spatio-temporally complex stimuli such as correlated dots and second-order motion, which have also been used to investigate the responses of cells in cortical area MT and other visual system loci~Reed et al., 2002, 2005 !. Correlated-dot motion consists of a set of widely spaced small dots moving coherently in a given direction, with a variable percentage of dots moving either in random directions or in the Reed experiments, in the opposite direction. Second-order motion involves the contrast reversal of the area of a pattern, such as a checkerboard, such that the contrast reversal region translates across the receptive field, but there is no actual motion of a luminance boundary. On-Off DS ganglion cells of the rabbit retina can not only respond well to correlated-dot and second-order motion, but do so in a directionally selective manner. The work of Reed et al. showed that this particular discrimination ability in these cells depended critically not only on the cholinergic input to these cells, but also on a specific nicotinic cholinergic receptor subtype, the alpha7 receptor. , 1998a , 1998b ! involving glutamate, GABA, and acetylcholine may, by operating over different stimulus regimes~across spatio-temporal dimensions!, together produce the robust invariance of directional selectivity with respect to many stimulus parameters. Grzywacz et al.~1998b! made a similar suggestion about acetylcholine and glutamate involvement in mediating the properties of directional hyperacuity, and contrast and speed-invariance.
One explanation for the robustness with respect to variation in stimulus speed is that null-direction inhibition and preferreddirection facilitation are relatively sustained, and occupy areas that are contiguous to the inhibited or facilitated position. Thus, for example, for edges moving toward the null direction, even if the motion is very slow, the new regions reached by the edges will be inhibited. A similar conclusion would apply for facilitation of preferred direction motion. The robustness to motions of slits may also be due in part to the fast rise time and slow fall time of inhibition after a flash~Wyatt & Daw, 1975; !.
Comparison with other DS cells
DS cells are ubiquitous in the visual systems of animals ranging from insects to primates, and occur in multiple levels in many of these species from within two synapses of the photoreceptors to high levels of visual cortex. Mammalian retinal DS cells, such as those that have been studied here, are one of the most robust DS cells known. DS cells that have been quantitatively studied in insects, for example, suffer from aliasing at high temporal frequencies, inverting the preferred direction~Poggio & Reichardt, 1976!. In the visual cortex of mammals, there is considerable variation in the properties of DS cells depending on area. In V1, for example, directional selectivity appears to come after orientation selectivity, so that DS neurons respond only to a sufficiently high contrast component of movement perpendicular to a particular orientation. In MT~V5!, on the other hand, some cells are directionally selective for stimuli having complex orientation and spatial frequency components. In this sense, retinal DS cells resemble MT cells more than V1 cells. However, our plaid data show that the rabbit retina may achieve in one stage what the monkey cortex has been hypothesized to do in two stages, namely, computing directional selectivity in V1 and then enhancing this computation in MT Adelson & Movshon, 1982; Movshon et al., 1985; Rodman & Albright, 1989 !. The finding that DS cells are not speed selective is not unique for the mammalian retina, since it was also reported to be the case in flies and cortex. It is not difficult to understand why this occurs in the rabbit's retina. For it, the slow temporal mechanisms of inhibition and facilitation underlying DS responses are relatively independent of space~Amthor & !. This independence may trade off speed selectivity for a more stable signal on direction of motion.
Function of On-Off DS ganglion cells
There is yet no clear agreement about the function of DS ganglion cells. That they project to the rabbit's dLGN~Levick et al., 1969! has led to suggestions that they are involved in the detection of moving patterns, such as predators. On-Off DS ganglion cells not only project to the dLGN in rabbit, but also to several pretectal and accessory-optic-system nuclei, and possibly the superior colliculus. This suggests that these cells' output may serve multiple roles Pu & Amthor, 1990a , 1990b !. For instance, the robust invariance with respect to the many stimulus parameters that we have shown here may be suitable for estimating heading direction during self-motion. Grzywacz et al.~1994a, 2005b ! showed how one might perform such an estimate from the local measurements of direction of motion even in the absence of speed computations. The accuracy of such a heading-direction estimate would depend on how well the system measures local directions of motion. Thus, the robustness of DS cells makes them ideal for this estimation. It has also recently been shown that nearby pairs of DS cells exhibit correlated firing at millisecond delays that is stimulus-configuration dependent for long, moving contours~Amthor et al., 2005a, 2005b!. The use of correlated or synchronous firing to signal the existence of contours could underlie object segmentation for pattern recognition, but it could also indicate high signal-to-noise regions of the image from which motion direction could be reliably estimated. Such regions could help in the estimation of heading direction as described above. This estimation is a global computation, but the system could weigh them more, as they would yield superior estimates of local direction of motion.
Broad preferred-direction tuning
Our data show that despite their demonstrated robust invariance in distinguishing preferred versus null-motion, On-Off DS ganglion cells are rather broadly tuned to directions as far as ϩ0Ϫ 90
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degrees from the preferred direction. The reason for this breadth is probably the evolutionary pressure to minimize the total number of ganglion cells. Perhaps because of this pressure, the computation of direction of motion in retina may use a nearly minimum set of cells. In this case, the tuning of DS cells should be broad, because otherwise, the system would not respond to some directions of motion. Because the On-Off DS-cell system uses four directions of motion~Oyster, 1968!, the cells' tunings should be broader than 360804 ϭ 908. For work on how systems with four broadly tuned cells may compute optimally see Salinas and Abbott~1994!.
Anatomical substrates
There is now considerable evidence that very complex processing occurs in the dendrites of On-Off DS ganglion cells, including, possibly dendritic spikes~Oesch et al., Amthor et al., 1999!. This processing may conceivably use the nonlinearity of the NMDA receptor as a computational subunit~Tjepkes & Amthor, 2000! that would be continuously distributed throughout the complex dendritic trees of these cells. The elegant electron-microscopy study of the synaptic inputs to an identified On-Off DS ganglion cell by Dacheux et al.~2003! described a significant part of the anatomical substrate of the DS mechanism. His study indicated that the null-mediated inhibition may exert itself either presynaptically on the excitatory input from the cone-bipolar-axon terminal or, more probably, post-synaptically on the ganglion-cell dendrite. The study revealed the existence of a novel, stereotypical synaptic profile on these cells, involving two bipolar dyad synapses that appear to provide the morphologic substrate for lateral feed-forward inhibition. Dacheux's findings will serve as a major step toward determining the complete anatomical basis of the elegant and robust mechanism underlying the computation of directional selectivity in On-Off DS ganglion cells, which perform among the most decisive and invariantly selective of all nonlinear single-neuron computations currently known.
